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Abstract. Relevance feedback is a widely adopted approach to improve
content-based information retrieval systems by keeping the user in the
retrieval loop. Among the fundamental relevance feedback approaches,
feature space warping has been proposed as an effective approach for
bridging the gap between high-level semantics and the low-level features.
Recently, combination of feature space warping and query point movement techniques has been proposed in contrast to learning based approaches, showing good performance under different data distributions.
In this paper we propose to merge feature space warping and transductive learning, in order to benefit from both the ability of adapting data
to the user hints and the information coming from unlabeled samples.
Experimental results on an image retrieval task reveal significant performance improvements from the proposed method.
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Introduction

The use of relevance feedback strategies in information retrieval and in particular in content-based image retrieval systems is widely considered a very precious
(sometimes necessary) addition to the system itself. Actually it is the most effective way to capture user’s information need and, more generally, user’s search
intention. The reason is pretty straightforward: the automatic association of
low-level features to high-level semantics is still a very open problem, and the
only practical way to identify what the user is looking for is by including him
in the retrieval loop, with the input of feedbacks (positive, negative or both).
The common scenario in which relevance feedback is used within content-based
image retrieval systems is the following:
1. An initial query-by-keyword or query-by-example is performed, in the form
of a list of results ranked with increasing distances from the query in the
feature space;

2. The user provide some good (and bad, implicitly or explicitly) feedbacks
given the displayed images, choosing in other words what is relevant and
what is irrelevant;
3. An algorithm uses these information to change the displayed results in a
“refinement” step to accommodate user’s judgements;
4. Back to step 2 and loop until a certain condition (or satisfaction) is reached.
In this paper, we focus on the third step proposing a new and effective strategy
for relevance feedback based on Transductive Learning. The main contribution
of this work is the joint use of Transductive Learning (successfully applied to
a wide variety of pattern recognition and classification tasks) with the Feature
Space Warping, a widely used technique for relevance feedback which aims at
modifying accordingly the relations between feature points: objects similar to
positive feedbacks go closer to the query, while object dissimilar are pushed
away. We show that the union of these two techniques overcome the respective
limitations providing a significant boost in performance over the two techniques
used alone.
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Related work

The literature on this topic is countless [5, 22], since this problem can be faced
from several point of view (computer vision, database management, humancomputer interaction, artificial intelligence, even psychology). Moreover, aside
the research on the algorithm for relevance feedback, there is a wide literature
about the way in which the performance of a system with relevance feedback can
be safely evaluated in order to provide fair comparison with different techniques.
Regarding the algorithms, we can identify very generally three classes. In the first
one (called Query Point Movement, QPM in short), we try to move the query
point in order to create a more complete query (a fast technique to overcome to
slow convergence is proposed by [10]). In the second one (called Feature Space
Warping, FSW in short), we try instead to manipulating the feature space or
the metric space, in order to shape it in the direction of the users’ feedbacks
[1, 12]. The third one applies some machine learning procedures (like SVM or
Adaboost) to learn how to separate relevant samples from irrelevant ones [16,17].
Among the usual techniques, based on SVM or boosting, we preferred testing a
transduction-based learning. Some author followed the same path (see [13–15,
20]). The idea is to take advantage both of the unlabeled and labeled samples in a
transductive inference manner, learning from an incremental amount of training
samples (feedbacks, in this case).
Given the algorithm, the problem of evaluation is controversy. Even back in
the Seventies, Williamson [19] proposed an evaluation methodology to tackle the
so called “ranking effect” in the “fluid” relevance feedback evaluation, i.e. the
overestimated performance improvement (in terms of recall and precision) due
to the reposition of positive feedback in the top of the rank, aside the underestimated performance improvement of the “frozen” relevance feedback evaluation, which maintain the original ranks of documents along the sessions. In his

“reranked original” ranking proposal, the best ranks are assigned to thy relevant
documents and the worst ranks to the non-relevant documents; those documents
not yet judged would remain in their original order, but with a rank decreased
by the number of non-relevant documents identified. In [9] a comprehensive analysis tries to find out the reasons of relevance feedback evaluation problems, in
particular problems with the dataset (characteristics and relative ground truth),
problem with the comparison (different measures, different ranking approaches
that make a comparison unfair, the need of rank normalization), and finally the
problem of the parameter settings which can be impractical in real context. In
our opinion, a quite fair and complete set of measures has been proposed in [11],
where authors proposed:
– actual recall and precision (computed at each iteration and relative to the
current set of retrieved images solely)
– new recall and precision (computed at each iteration and relative to the
previous set of retrieved images solely)
– cumulative recall and precision (computed at each iteration and relative to
the whole set iterations so far)
In this way, we can describe the behavior of the retrieval system both in terms
of speed (how fast valuable images are retrieved over time) and in terms of
completeness (how many good images the retrieval system finds out globally).
Finally, as suggested in [8], we tried to concentrate the analysis on feasible search
tasks, i.e. visual topics with a good number of representatives with a low degree
of uncertainty in the evaluation, in order to assure a valuable reference ground
truth.
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Visual similarity using Covariance matrices

In order to accomplish an effective similarity retrieval upon these images, we relied on a simple yet effective feature which allows to consider both color and edge
based information, that is covariance matrices. Computing the covariance region
descriptor from multiple information sources yields a straightforward technique
for a low-dimensional feature representation [18].
The covariance matrices do not form a vector space, but if we concentrate
on nonsingular covariance matrices, we can observe that they are symmetric
positive definite, and as such they lay on a Riemannian manifold.
For the image retrieval task, we use normalized pixel locations (x/W, y/H),
RGB values in the range [0, 1] and the norm of the first derivatives of the intensity
with respect to x and y, calculated through the filter [−1 0 1]T . The covariance
of a region is thus a 7 × 7 matrix.
In order to rank images by visual similarity to a given query, we need to
measure the distance between covariance matrices. As already mentioned, the
covariance matrices do not lie on Euclidean space, thus in [6] the following dis-

tance measure for positive definite symmetric matrices is proposed:
v
u d
uX
ρ(X, Y) = t
ln2 λi (X, Y)

(1)

i=1

where {λi (X, Y)}i=1..d are the generalized eigenvalues of two non singular covariance matrices X and Y.
Unfortunately distance alone is not enough for our purposes. In fact to enable
the user to provide relevance feedbacks, we need to work on an Euclidean space,
which allows us to move the query and the other points with linear combinations.
To this aim two steps are required: the projection on the tangent space, and the
extraction of the orthonormal coordinates of the tangent vector. By combining
these two steps, the projection y of a covariance matrix Y on the hyperplane
tangent to covariance matrix X can be written as

 
1
1
(2)
y = vec log X− 2 YX− 2
where the vector operator is defined as
h
i
√
√
√
vec(y) = y1,1 2y1,2 2y1,3 . . . y2,2 2y2,3 . . . yd,d

(3)

In this way, after the selection of an appropriate projection origin, every covariance matrix gets projected to a 28-dimensional feature vector laying on an
Euclidean space.
This process is easily invertible. We can compute the relative covariance
matrix in the Riemannian Manifold starting from the 28-dimensional feature
vector using the following formulation:
 1
1
(4)
Y = X 2 exp vec−1 (y) X 2
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Mean-Shift Feature Space Warping with Remapping

In this work, we started from the relevance feedback technique proposed by
Chang et al. [4] called Mean Shift Feature Space Warping (MSFSW). Given a
query point q in the feature vector space, k samples are retrieved by nearest
neighbor search. By examining the results, the user provides his feedback by
specifying the relevance of M of these samples, forming two sets: {fp } and {fn },
the relevant and irrelevant sets respectively. These are employed to move all data
samples {p} toward or away from the warping center w. In particular, for each
p, its warped point p0 is given by
p0 = p + λ

M
X

uj exp (−c|p − fj |) (w − p)

(5)

j=1

where the scalar value uj is set to +1 if fj ∈ {fp }, and −1 if fj ∈ {fn }. Two
global coefficients c and λ are required to control the influence of each feedback

to each sample and the maximum moving factor of any point p toward or away
from the warping center w.
The original FSW algorithm fixes the warping center w to q. Thus, the
query point will always stay in its original position. Other points will move
toward or far away from q based on its proximity to relevant and irrelevant sets.
But, according to the analysis proposed in [4], FSW algorithm tends to perform
poorly under Gaussian distributions when the query point is far away from the
cluster center. For this reason, in the MSFSW, authors proposed to move the
warping center instead of staying at q. They suggest to adopt the Rocchio’s
query movement formula:
w0 = αw + βfp − γfn

(6)

where w is the warping center (initially set to q), fp and fn are the mean of the
set {fp } and {fn }. Another set of parameters α,β and γ is required, and must
be tuned to optimize the performance.
With the above formulations, the MSFSW algorithm provides a flexible parameterization for switching between the two extreme algorithms: QPM by setting α = γ = λ = 0 and β = 1, and FSW by setting α = 1 and β = γ = 0. Given
the final user target of our application, exposing the parameters configuration to
the user was out of question. Thus, we determined the parameters configuration
which provided best results on a small initial training set, using an automatic
exhaustive search procedure.
From the above equations, it is clear that we need a way to compute a linear
combination of the feature vectors. For this reason, we employed the projection
of the covariance matrices on the tangent space previously described (Eq. 2).
As mentioned before, the projection requires a point from which determine the
orthonormal coordinates of the tangent vector (i.e. the vector in the Euclidean
space). Our experiments confirm that the choice of this point is fundamental to
guarantee an optimal correspondence between the distances computed on the
Riemannian manifold and those computed on the tangent space.
Thus, when the user requires a refinement of a similarity search of a previously selected image, we project the whole feature space on the chosen query
point (i.e. the covariance matrix of the selected image), then we rank the results
and show them to the user in order to perform further refinements.
Differently from the original formulation, we observed that the use of weighted
negative samples, as well as the the weighted shifting of the original query, can
have a negative impact on the performance of the algorithm especially when
the discriminative power of the feature used is lacking for a particular class of
images, or when visually similar images containing semantically different content are discarded by the user contributing on pushing away positive samples (in
visual terms) yet to retrieve. For this reason, we modified the Mean Shift part
of the algorithm: at each step we perform a new map, from the Euclidean space
back to the Riemannian Manifold (by means of Eq. 4), using the mean of the
positive feedbacks collected so far as reference. The new query is then used to
project the whole feature space, then we rank the results and show them to the

user in order to perform further refinements using the same approach. In this
way we can also simplify the system getting rid of three additional parameters
(α,β and γ). Thus, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Mapping of the entire feature set from Riemannian Manifold to Euclidean
Space using the query as tangent point
2. Computation of the mean point of the positive feedbacks
3. Conversion of the mean point from the Euclidean Space back to the Riemannian Manifold
4. Remapping of the entire feature set using the mean of positive feedbacks as
tangent point
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Transductive relevance feedback

As mentioned in the Section 2, the relevance feedback problem can be analyzed
as a semisupervised learning problem, in which the positive and the negative
feedbacks given by the users constitute iteratively (and incrementally) the training set of the algorithm. In this paper, we propose a graph-based transductive
learning method to tackle this purpose, defining a graph where the vertices represent the labeled and unlabeled images of the dataset, while the edges incorporate
the similarity between them, in our case obtained from the distance between covariance matrices. Graph-based methods are nonparametric, discriminative, and
transductive by definition [21], and labels can be assumed to be smooth over the
graph. Starting from the whole dataset with n images, let’s define a set L of labeled images (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl ) in which C classes are defined, so yi ∈ 1 . . . , C.
The other images belongs to a set U of u unlabeled images, with n = l + u. Now
let’s define a function f : Rn → [0, 1] which denotes the confidence of each image
to one class. Formally, we can define a cost function J on f as:
J(f ) =

n
X

2

kf (xi ) − f (xj )k wij + λ

l
X

2

kf (xi ) − yi k

(7)

i=1

(i,j)=1

with λ as a regularization parameter (in our case, λ = 1). This equation, in a
minimization process, tries to match the confidence wij between samples with
the the true confidence yi with respect of the current confidence. Once converted
in matrix notation, Eq. 7 becomes:
J(f ) = (f (X) − Y )T (f (X) − Y ) + λf (X)T Lf (X)

(8)

where L = D − W is the graph Laplacian. W is the weight matrix, while D is
the matrix which represents the degree of vertices:
dii =

n
X

wij

(9)

j=1

The cost function minimization has a closed solution, that is:
f = (I − λL)− 1Y

(10)

At the end of the computation, f contains the class confidence of each new
sample.
In the transductive process, we want to transfer labels from labeled samples
to unlabeled ones: in other words, we want the samples which are close in the
feature space to share the same label. To satisfy this local constraint, we construct
accordingly the weight matrix W , that is the matrix in which each element wij
contains the relation between two vertices (thus two images) xi, xj. To move
from distances to affinities, we use the following formulation:
!
2
kxi − xj k
(11)
wi,j = exp −
2σ 2
where σ is a bandwidth parameter to tune the relations between vertices, and
the distance is computed as the L2 norm after the conversion of covariance
matrices in the Riemannian Manifold to vectors in the Euclidean Space. W can
be subdivided into four submatrices:
 ll

W W lu
W =
(12)
W ul W uu
where W ll (a full connected graph) denotes relations between labeled data, W uu
(a k-nearest neighbor graph) denotes relations between the candidate images yet
to label, and the symmetric subgraphs W ul and W lu (still k-nearest neighbor)
denote the relations between positive and candidate images. The relations used
to compute values in these graphs are the following:
ll
Wi,j
=

(


kxi −xj k
if xi ∈ knn(xj );
exp − 2σ
2
uu
=
0
otherwise;
(


kxi −xj k2
exp − 2σ
if xi ∈ knn(xj );
2
ul
uu
= Wi,j =
0
otherwise;

uu
Wi,j

lu
Wi,j

1
n

2

(13)

(14)

(15)

where k = 10 and σ = 1.
After the first ranking by similarity, the user selects the positive feedbacks
while the unselected samples are considered as negative. Then the process described in this section is iterated following the user’s need or until no more
changes in the rank occurs.
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Transductive relevance feedback with Feature Space
Warping

The main benefit regarding the use of FSW is the possibility to move potentially
irrelevant samples away from the query center, while attracting far away relevant samples toward the query center. This characteristic turns out to be very

important in the the transductive learning context, especially when the samples
retrieved by the system using similarity only are poor. Recalling that covariance
matrices express points lying on a Riemannian Manifold and their distances,
according to (1), are the geodesic distances on the manifold, we can motivate
the choice of the graph Laplacian transductive approach observing that during feedback iterations we try to learn the underlying geometry of the manifold
composed by positive query results points as realizations. Since the Laplacian
is the discretized approximation of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the manifold [3], we can learn the manifold structure directly from the analysis of the
graph Laplacian itself.
The basic idea is to strengthen, in the Laplacian, the contribution of positive query points while weakening the contribution of negatives one. This is
equivalent, under a continuous relaxation of the graph affinities, to adding and
removing links and path in the graph. With this premises, the user intervention
allows to enhance the geodesic distances to better represent the geometry of the
manifold where the query results are lying on. Additionally, it is important to
remark that for transductive methods, the ratio between the number of labeled
and unlabeled samples is fundamental: if the number of training samples is low
as well as the number of unlabeled data goes to infinity, the learning procedure
leads to uninformative membership functions [2].
To overcome this problem, we introduced a further step in the transductive
learning procedure, modifying the value of W lu and W ul elements in the affinity
matrix in analogy with Eq. 5. In particular, given P the set of positive samples
indexes and N the set of negative ones, for each element of the affinity matrix
0
Wijlu , its warped version Wijlu is corrected by factors δjp and δjn :
δjp = −

X

exp (−cWij )

(16)

i∈P

δjn =

X

exp (−cWij )

(17)

i∈N
0

The warped elements Wijlu are finally described by the following equation:
0

Wijlu = Wijlu + λ δjp + δjn



(18)

where the global coefficients c and λ assume the same tuning functionalities as
described in Section 4.
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Experimental results

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we report the results
on a publicly available and challenging historical images dataset 1 , created using
the procedure described in [7], and composed of 2282 pictures. We performed an
1

http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/files/imp.zip

Fig. 1. Samples taken from the 6 query classes.

automatic simulation of relevance feedback interaction, in order to avoid human
errors. We evaluate the techniques using the 171 visual queries provided with the
dataset annotation, in which several prototypes of 6 object classes were retrieved
(Fig. 1). We compared the following algorithms:
– Naive relevance feedback (actually no relevance feedback at all): the system
discards the current set of n results and proposes to the user the next n,
following the original rank given by the visual similarity;
– MSFSW: original Mean Shift Feature Space Warping proposal by [10], with
an empirically optimized set of parameter α = 0.2, β = 0.5 and γ = 0.3 for
the means-shift part and λ = 0.7 and c = 0.8;
– MSFSW with remapping: our modification of the original MSFSW algorithm which performs a remapping of the entire feature set using the mean
of positive feedbacks as tangent point for the conversion from Riemannian
Manifold to Euclidean Space;
– TL with NN: the transductive learning approach which uses positive feedbacks as samples and defines the relevance feedback as a process to assign a
label to unlabeled samples. The affinity matrix is filled only for the k = 20
nearest neighbors;
– TL with FSW: the same transductive learning approach jointly used with
Feature Space Warping on the affinity matrix
Performance has been evaluated with a user-centric perspective: we choose to
use metrics clearly easy to comprehend by a user in front of the application,
and we included a fixed number T = 10 of iterations, to convey that the user
will get bored and stop pursuing in the search at most after 10 refinements. We
chose cumulative recall as representative metric, namely the recall provided by
the system at each step i = 1 . . . T . While the first steps give an idea of the
convergence capabilities of the algorithm, the last step give an overall evaluation
of the algorithm itself. The results are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2.
The first step in the chart is the retrieval by similarity, sorted by increasing
distances. The naive procedure is the baseline for the comparison. The original
MSFSW proposal has a good behavior in the first step, but the deformation
after the first projection limits its effectiveness in the following steps, probably
due to the side effects highlighted in Section 4. Much better performance are
obtained with remapping on the mean of positive feedbacks, which continually
improve in substantial way up to the forth step. In the next steps, the improvement remains marginal, mimicking the behavior of the original version. The
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the proposed techniques in terms of recall at each iteration step.

Transductive Learning approach has a much slower gradient: the performance
is comparable in the first steps, but the number of steps required to gather the
same performance of the other technique is too high. The proposal of this paper,
instead, shows the steepest gradient in the first steps and, from the fifth steps
on, it maintains an considerable increasing improvement over the best so far
(MSFSW with remapping) up to 19%.
Table 1. Recall values at different iteration steps.
method
1
2
Naive
26,7 31,1
MSFSW
34,5 40,3
MSFSW w R 36,6 50,8
TLNN
30,5 39,3
TLFSW
37,0 52,3

8

3
34,1
41,9
59,9
46,8
65,7

4
37,1
43,7
63,5
52,8
75,3

5
39,5
45,4
65,3
57,8
80,7

10
47,5
54,1
68,6
68,0
87,0

Conclusions

In this paper we presented an innovative relevance feedback strategy which
merges a transduction-based relevance feedback with the advantages of the fea-

ture space warping. In our tests, this procedure appears to be extremely promising. In the future, we plan to improve this technique in the scalability side, in
other words to test it on large-scale image collections.
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